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A B S T R A C T  

In this paper, a new channel estimation method for OFDM WLAN 
systems is proposed. This proposal mainly consists of smoothing 
filtering and decision-directed tracking loop schemes, where the 
former is used to enhance performance at low SNR and the latter is 
exploited to enhance performance at high SNR respectively. Together 
with an adaptive channel management, bener performance in terms of 
MSE and PER can be achieved. Simulation shows the proposed 
method ( I )  achieves better 9.0dB - 13.0dB gain in MSE than zero 
forcing criterion and bener 2.0dB gain in MSE than conventional 
approaches in BPSK transmission, and (2) contributes 0.8dB. 2.0dB 
gain in SNR for 10% PER in different transmission modes. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Due to the efficiency to mitigate multipath delay spread, orthogonal 
frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) was applied in 
high-data-rate wireless local area network (WLAN) [1][2]. In 
high-data-rate WLAN, such as IEEE802.lla [I], baseband 
transceiver estimates channel frequency response (CFR) by using 
long preamble and the estimation error occurs since 
additive-white-Gaussian-noise (AWGN) exists in preamble [3]. 
Several channel estimators have been proposed to reduce estimation 
error in OFDM WLAN systems [4][5]. The linear minimum 
mean-square-error (LMMSE) channel estimation was proposed in [4]. 
It has high performance in low SNR regions but the estimation error 
will SaNrate to a noise floor in high SNR regions. For high 
performance of channel correction, the tracking-based estimator w z  
applied. The decision-directed tracking performs lower 
mean-square-error (MSE) than data-aided tracking 161. Carnival 
equalizer applied decision-directed tracking and interpolation [SI, and 
it achieved hener 2.5 . 3.0 dB gain in MSE than zero forcing with 
interpolation. For robust MSE reduction in all SNR regions, we 
propose the channel estimation combined by adaptive smoothed filter 
and decision-directed tracking loop. The proposed channel estimation 
achieves better 9.0 - 13.0 dB gain in MSE than zero forcing and 
better 2.0dB gain in MSE than LMMSE estimator in BPSK 
transmission when SNR is larger than 0.OdB. And it contributes 
0.8dB - 2.0dB gain in SNR for 10% packet-error-rate (PER) in 
different transmission modes containing BPSK, QPSK, I6QAM, or 
64QAM transmission. For system-level performance measurement, 
system platform is developed referenced to IEEE802.1 la  physical 
layer (PHY) [I] .  We will evaluate the performance of system 
platform comprising a coded-OFDM (COFDM) modem and an 
indoor radio channel model. The evaluated performance, including 
MSE of the proposed channel estimation and PER of OFDM WLAN 
PHY will be analyzed and compared with Conventional approaches. 
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In this paper, the system platform will be introduced in section 2. The 
algorithm of the proposed channel estimation will be illustrated in 
section 3. The evaluated performance will be analyzed and discussed 
in section 4. 

2. SYSTEM P L A T F O R M  

For evaluating the performance of the proposed design. system 
platform of baseband system was developed referenced to 
IEEE802.lla standard proposed in 1999 [I]. The block diagrams of 
system platform are shown in Fig. I 
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Fig. I :  Block diagrams of  system simulation platform 

The system platform includes an indoor radio channel model and a 
COFDM modem. The indoor radio channel model comprises a 
Rayleigh fading channel and AWGN. The COFDM modem 
comprises a 64-point DFT-based QAM-OFDM modem and a 
forward-error correction (FEC) coding with all parameters listed in 
table1 

Table I Simulation Parameters 
IConstellation mapping method IBPSK, QPSK, 1 

LData bytes per packet (I000 I 
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3. CHANNEL ESTIMASTION ALGORITHM 

Fig. 2 shows the block diagrams of the proposed channel estimator. 
The proposed channel estimator is built ivith one-tap equalizer and 
constellation de-mapping. The channel estimator comprises a 
fixed-coefficient smoothing filter, an adaptive channel manager, and 
a decision-directed tracking loop. 
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Fig. 2: Block diagrams ofthe proposed channel estimation 

In the beginning of transmission, it takes the frequency-domain long 
preamble Y,(k) from FFT. For channel estimation, the multiplexer 
will select inversed known preamble X,(k).' to multiply U,+), and 
then CFR H,(k) will be estimated. And then the smoothing filter 
reduces frequency-domain zero-mean additive noise by weighting 
summation. In order to maintain low estimation error, adaptive 
channel manager is applied to avoid error saturation in a noise floor. 
It will select the adapted CFR depending on filter loss ratio criterion. 
And then adapted CFR H,(h) is inversed and stored in buffer for 
equalization. For channel equalization, the multiplexer will select 
HAlk) to equalize received data Y,,(k). After equalization, residue 
estimation error will remain in equalized X&). And it will be traced 
and removed by decision-directed tracking loop. Detail algorithm of 
channel estimation will be discussed below. 

3.1 Fixed-coefficient Smoothing Filter 
The proposed smoothing filter is a finite impulse response (FIR) filer 
with exponential-decay power. The smoothing function is described 
as 

After estimation by dividing long preamble, the estimated CFR HL(h) 
will be convoluted by the proposed smoothing filter. The convolution 
equation is listed as 

H , ( k )  = H , ( k  ~ t ) . S ( ? )  

After the filter, each subcarrier of CFR will be the weighted 
summation of itself and nearby subcarriers within ( 2 E + I )  
bandwidth. And the weighting function is equal to filter 
coefficient y . R , .  Since additive noise is zero-mean, the weighted 

(2)  
"I 

<=.I,. 

summation will decrease the noise power. Assume that H(k) is the 
true CFR; W,(k) is the frequency-domain additive noise in long 
preamble; and E,,s(k)  is the noise of smoothing filter. The smoothed 
CFR fI,(k) can be described as 

In low SNR regions, smoothing noise &,(k)  can deal with the 
additive noise Wl.(k)/XL(k) efficiently. But in high SNR regions, the 
additive noise power will be neglected and the smoothing noise 
s H S ( k )  will dominate the estimation error and degrade the 
estimation performance. Thus we can find 

From equation (4) we find the estimation error will saturate to 
smoothing noise in high SNR regions. Thus the smoothing filter is 
suitable for low SNR regions. And in high SNR regions, the proposed 
adaptive channel manager will detect the error saturation and select 
estimated CFR HE(k) instead of smoothed CFR Hs(k) , for 
equalization. 

3.2 Adaptive Channel Manager 
In high SNR regions, since the smoothing noise c,,s(k) degrades the 
estimation performance, adaptive channel manager will select 
estimated CFR HE+) as the adapted CFR HA+). It detects saturation 
of estimation error by calculating filter loss ratio (FLR). For reducing 
complexity of FLR calculation, we use the absolute value ratio 
calculation instead of power ratio calculation with complex 
multiplications. AfIer channel smoothing, FLR can be calculated as 

x .  

r - [ R e ( H , ( k )  - H,(k//J + /ImfH,(k)  - H.dW\] 

z'UReW,(k)il + //m(H,(kMI] 

( 5 )  FLR = i=-,V".>,t*o 
Y 0 
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Like the estimation error, FLR will decrease as SNR becomes larger 
and also saturate in high SNR regions. We can get the FLR criterion 
Lo with the saturation noise from simulation. Dependent on Lo, the 
adapted CFR HA(k) will be selected as 

From the algorithm, adaptive channel manager use the FLR criterion 
Lo for selection of adapted CFR. The adapted CFR H,(k) can be 
described as 

By means ofadaptive channel manager, channel estimation error will 
never saturate in high SNR regions and the performance is enhanced. 
After receiving preamble, adapted CFR HA+) will be inversed and 
stored in "inversed CFR buffer". The residue estimation error 



c,L,(k) will be traced and removed in decision-directed tracking loop 
described in section 3.3. 

3.3 Decision-directed Tracking Loop 
Decision-directed tracking loop traces residue estimation error and 
compensates the de-mapping input signals in the back of one-tap 
equalizer. For removing the channel distoItion from data, one-tap 
equalizer equalizes the signal X,@) with adapted CFR HA(k) as 

W,(k) IS  frequency-domain additive noise in data subcamer. Afier 
equalization, the residue estimation error EwA(k] will remain in 
equalized signal X,(k) and will result in the constellation error vector 
h , ( k ) .  The relationship between constellation error vector E X ( k )  
and residue estimation error E w ( k )  can be derived as 

- c,(k). X,(k) + y.(k) 
Ei.(k) = X , , ( k )  - X, (k )  = 

H" (k, 
(9) 

For extraction of residue estimation error, decision-directed tracking 
loop uses mean of normalized constellation error vectors to eliminate 
the zero-mean additive noise K.(k). The equation of mean of 
normalized constellation error vectors during N,, OFDM symbols is 
listed as 

For real-time design, the mean of constellation error vectors is 
calculated and updated per OFDM symbol. And in N,, th OFDM 
symbol, we can calculatc the approximate of residue estimation loss 
as 

For accurate extraction in low-complexity algorithm, wc use the 
feedforward compensation loop without any data buffcr. In 
feedforward loop, equalized signal X,(k) is compensated by 
constellation compensation vector ?*(k) . Constellation 
compensation vector is the predicted constellation error vectors 
calculated from the predicted decision signal *D(k) and the 
previous error information. The algorithm of decision-directed 
tracking loop can be derived from (9) and ( I  I )  as 
X ,  . ( k )  = X,...(k)-7~..(k) = X ,  .(k)+F[,(k).H,(k)-' .E<,, o ~ , ( k )  

Where n is the OFDM symbol index. The algorithm (12) gives the 

calculation without extraction of channel estimation error. And it 
doesn't need any complex divider since X& is the fixed 
de-mapping signals of constellation and the invened signal XD(k)-' 
can be generated by a constellation look-up table. 

4. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS 

4.1 MSE Performance in BPSK Transmission 
For analysis of three design schemes: smoothing filter, adaptive 
channel manager, and decision-directed tracking loop for channel 
estimation, we simulate MSE of different channel estimation 
algorithm in BPSK transmission with I12 of FEC coding rate. The 
simulation is processed with Rayleigh fading channel with 50ns of 
root-mean-square (RMS) delay spread. Four combinations of design 
schemes will be simulated and discussed. They are the use of only 
smoothing filter (SF); the use of only decision-directed tracking loop 
(DD); the combination of SF and D D  and the proposed algorithm 
combined of SF, DD, and adaptive channel manager (ACM). And for 
analysis of smoothing filter, two kinds of coefficients (Rs, Wh) will 
be analyzed and discussed. For objective analysis, we reference the 
zero forcing criterion and fixed-coefficient LMMSE filter proposed 
in 141. MSE of zero forcing algorithm applying two long preambles in 
OFDM WLAN PHY [I]  can be derived as 

Thus in zero-forcing algorithm, MSE will be decreased as SNR 
increases. Simulated MSE is shown in Fig. 3. Only-SF designs have 
better 4dB-7dB gain in MSE than zero forcing when SNR is small 
than 10.0 dB. But it has higher MSE than zero forcing when SNR is 
larger than about 15.0 dB since MSE of SF saturates to smoothing 
noise floor. That means SF is only suitable for low SNK regions. 
From MSE performance ofonly-DD, we find that DD achieves better 
9.0dB gain in MSE than zero forcing when SNR is larger 5.0 dB. 
That means DD has contribution of MSE reduction in high SNR 
regions. But due to SF, MSE of design combined by SF and DD still 
saturates when SNR is larger than about 22dB. Thus the design needs 
the ACM as the adaptive scheme. The proposed design with ACM 
(circular and diamond curves in Fig. 3) can avoid the MSE saturation 
and enhance the performance in high SNR. For use of ACM. mean 
FLR is simulated as Fig. 4. 
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Fig. 3: MSE performance ofthe proposed design in Rayleigh fading 
channel 
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Fig. 4 Mean filter-loss-ratio of the proposed design in Rayleigh 
fading channel 

Adaptive channel manager uses L0=0.09 and Lo=0.07 corresponding 
to coefficient (Ls. WJ = (0.1, 2) and (0.5, 2) of smoothingfilter. With 
the FLR criterions, it will select HS@) as HA&) when SNR is small 
than 20.0 dB and select HE(k) as HA&) when SNR is larger than 20.0 
dB. In high SNR, MSE of the proposed design is the same as design 
with only DD since H,(k) is selected as HA@) and SF is not applied. 
In only-SF design, different coefficients of SF have different MSE 
performance. The filter with (Ls, Ws) = (0.1, 2) has slower power 
decay in impulse response than another filter with (Ls, Ws) = (0.5.2). 
Since the slow power-decay feature has more summation effect in 
CFR, it can have better gain in MSE in low SNR regions. But in high 
SNR regions, it makes more serious saturation of MSE. In the design 
combined by SF and DD, the MSE differences of different SF 
coefficient sets will become less. Since DD contributes a high 
efficiency for error reduction, the tuning of smooth filter coefficient 
will not be such significant. For objective analysis, we compare the 
perfonnance with zero forcing criterion and fixed-coefficient 
LMMSE filter [41. The proposed design with (Ls, Ws, Lo) = (0.1, 2, 
0.09) achieves better 9.0dB - 13dB gain in MSE than zero forcing 
criterion. I C  also achieves better Z.OdB gain in MSE than LMMSE 
filter when SNR is larger than OdB. In other words, the proposed 
design contributed a better performance in MSE for the practical 
SNR regions of transmission environment. Different from 
fixed-coefficient LMMSE filter, the proposed adaptive design will 
not satllrate to an MSE floor in high SNR regions. 

4.2 PER Performance of OFDM WLAN PHY 
For system-level performance analysis, PER of OFDM WLAN PHY 
with the proposed channel estimation is evaluated under the Rayleigh 
fading channel with 5011s RMS delay spread. Fig. 5 shows the PER 
cuwes. The simulated channel estimation applies the coefficient sets 
( R ,  W ,  Lo) = (0.1. 2. 0.09). The simulated transmission modes 
contain BPSK with 112 of FEC coding rate (R) and 64QAM with 314 
of R (highest data rate mode in [I]). We apply the criterion of zero 
forcing (ZF) and prefect channel estimation (CE). The perfect CE 
knows the true CFR and has no estimation error. In [I] ,  PER is asked 
to be less than 10%. so we will focus the required SNR for 10% PER 
in performance discussion. The proposed design achieves better 
0.8dB - 2.0dB gain in SNR than ZF, and it has about 0.2dB - 0.8dB 
loss in SNR than perfect CE. In the simulation, the upper bound of 
SNR loss for 10% PER is 0.8dB in 64QAM mode. Due to the amount 
of transmitted data per packet is fixed to 1000 bytes, we will have 
more OFDM symbols per packet when data bits per symbol decreases 
Thus DD will perform better in BPSK than that in 64QAM. 
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Fig. 5 PER performance of the proposed design in Rayleigh fading 
channel 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

After the algorithm illustration and performance analysis of the 
proposed channel estimation, we find the proposed design is robust to 
reduce channel estimation error in all SNR regions due to the 
combination of smoothing filter, decision-directed tracking loop, and 
adapter channel manager. Smoothing filter is robust to reduce error in 
low SNR regions. Decision-directed tracking loop is robust to reduce 
error in high SNR. Adaptive channel manager select adapted CFR 
and avoids error sahlration. And the combined algorithm will have all 
these advantages and eliminate disadvantages. The proposed 
algorithm achieves better performance than conventional approaches 
in OFDM WLAN PHY. In BPSK transmission, it achieves better 
9.0dB-13dB gain in MSE than zero forcing criterion and better 
2.0dB gain in MSE than LMMSE filter for practical SNR regions. In 
PER evaluation, it contributes better 0.8dB - 2.0dB gain in SNR than 
the zero forcing criterion for 10% PER of system demands. 
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